
Water pressure from the jet vacuum truck is used to create a 4 foot by 4
foot hole, approximately 8 feet deep. Debris from the hole is vacuumed into
the truck.

x

Block wall being laid, starting at
control point.

Poles are placed in the holes with help of the aerial boom.

Solar PV Panels Installed at Utility Complex
August 2007



Wires in conduit will carry the DC
power generated from the solar
panels to an inverter, in the building,
that converts the DC power to AC
power. Electricity generated will be
purchased by Wisconsin Public
Power Inc, Waupun's electric
provider.

Concrete is poured to hold the 20
foot poles in place. Employee Randy
Bentley finishes the concrete base.

Utility employee Todd Flegner assists in the assembly of the 12 foot
X 15 foot racks which will hold the solar panels. The electric rating
is 2800W (2.8kW) for each panel



Employee Chad Flegner guides
the racks on to the poles with the
aerial boom.

Installers wire up the solar panels
mounted to the tracker racks.



H & H Electric/Solar installation crew dealt with rain, clouds and
heat during the 3 - 4 day installation process. They endured working
through the rainiest week of the summer.

Power cables are
wired for the
photovoltaic panels
to transfer solar
energy to the
inverter.

At right, a view of the
dual-axis tracker
system which allows
panels to move with
the sun.



Ready for sunshine…

Rear view of tracker.

Generated power is metered inside the building, data reflected includes:
 present voltage and power (kW) output
 total energy produced (kWh)
 total hours of runtime
 energy today (kwh)
 total number of pounds of carbon dioxide avoided

The units are expected to produce close to 9,000kWh annually, about the same
amount of energy as an average home consumes each year. The majority of the
project costs are covered through WPPI's Community-based Renewable Energy
Funding Program.


